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Introduction:  The CO2 seasonal mass exchange 
between the southern and northern caps results in 
changes in both time variable gravity field and rota-
tion of Mars. These variations have been measured 
from the spacecraft tracking, using the data princi-
pally from Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) and Mars 
Odyssey missions (Yoder et al. 2003, Smith et al. 
2001,2009, Balmino et al. 2005, Konopliv et al. 
2006, 2010, Marty et al., 2009). The time variations 
of the zonal gravity coefficients and rotation provide 
an important constraint for the total mass involved in 
the exchange of mass from one pole to the opposite. 
In addition, it   allows monitoring the global CO2 
cycle; whether the process is highly regular or con-
tains evidence of irregular climate changes. Addi-
tional constraints on the Martian icecap seasonal 
histories are provided by the High Energy Neutron 
Detection  (HEND, Litvak et al., 2004, 2006),  and 
the Neutron Spectrometer (NS, Prettyman et al., 
2004, 2009) instruments aboard the Odyssey space-
craft. 

Time Variable Gravity:  We investigated sea-
sonal and inter-annual changes in seasonal gravity 
and LOD. The solutions are compared with the GCM 
AMES (Haberle et al., 008) and Laboratoire de 
Météorologie Dynamique (LMD,) Forget et al., 
1999) models and Odyssey HEND and NS data sets 
(see Konopliv et al. 2010). The observed MGS and 
Odyssey J3 seasonal gravity solutions represent the 
sum of odd zonal coefficients and have the largest 
seasonal signature observed in Mars gravity field. 
The MGS J3 history versus as a function of time 
(mean anomaly, M or solar longitude Ls) is present-
ed in Figure 1. Since the observed J3 seasonal gravi-
ty, the sum of odd zonal history through degree 25 of 
two GCM models (AMES and LMD) and HEND 
model are graphed (Karatekin et al., 2005). Although 
we can detect seasonal J2 changes from spacecraft, 
their accuracy is limited. 

The measures gravity periodic signature of J3 is 
studied for different periods or cycles that represent 
aphelion-to-aphelion Martian years (!-180° < M < 
180°).  For example the cycle 3 covers the time be-
tween September 21, 2002 and August 3, 2004.  In 
Figure 2 we compare the periodic fit of cycles 3 and 
4 and examine if the changes seen in NS data agree 
with MGS tracking results. Differencing should can-
cel any common modeling errors. Both NS and MGS 
have similar signature for the first part of the com-
parison. Although the presence of interannual varia-
tions is not conclusive, we cannot discount that the 

NS yearly change could be real. The difference can 
be due to a phase shift in the timing of the accretion 
and melting of the CO2 ice caps that could reflect a 
change in overall temperature or dust content. Dust 
storms might contribute to such a process. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Comparison of measured MGS gravity 

harmonic J3 history with GCM models of LMD, 
AMES  as well as the HEND Data. The data is plot-
ted as a function of  mean anomaly (M) and solar 
longitude (Ls). Points A and B correspond to the end 
of north and south cap melting, respectively. The fits 
are good except at the extremes and the break at 
point B (end of south cap melting), especially for the 
AMES model (Konopliv et al. 2010). 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2:  Search for inter-annual signature in 

NS and MGS cycles 3 and 4 by comparing the cycle 
4 minus cycle 3 residuals. Also included is the dif-
ferenced residual using the smoothed NS data. 

error). This most likely indicates that some seasonal gravity sig-
nature can be absorbed in the drag model if the constraint is
too loose.

The Odyssey J3 solution happens to overlap part of the MGS J3
history (see Fig. 16), and so we can examine the Odyssey residu-
als against the MGS J3 model as a test of our analysis so far. The
Odyssey data are considerably noisier, comparable to the first
half of MGS cycle 2, which is mostly due to the geometry of
the orbit being more face-on as viewed from Earth. Also, during
northern winter (Ls ! 330!), the J3 Odyssey data require atmo-
spheric dust corrections to the solar pressure model (same times
as Fig. 5 and 6), otherwise large systematic trends appear. The
Odyssey J3 data appear to have higher maxima during southern
winter (Ls ! 180!). However, these peak discrepancies are less
apparent if we examine the residuals relative to the MGS J3 fit.
The residuals (Fig. 20) do have a cosM bow, but here it applies
to the whole data set. However, there is no large bow of cycle
3 relative to cycle 4 in Odyssey data as seen in MGS data. There-
fore, this MGS quadrennial signature is possibly caused by AMD
modeling errors or other poorly modeled or unmodeled forces
acting the spacecraft - or some feature of our analysis. In fact,
a similar analysis by Smith et al. (2009) of MGS tracking
data does not seem to detect a cosM bow, nor do they detect
a significant reduction in arc sigma’s after September 2002. A
3-frequency fit of the Odyssey gravity relative to the MGS B1
6-frequency model of Table 2 is obtained from the residual curve
and is given by

dJ3 " #1:2 cosM $ 1:1 sinM % 0:05 cos 2M $ 0:06 sin 2M %$0:39

& cos 3M $ 1:2 sin3M' & 10$10;

and the secular drift in the Odyssey J3 data is limited to
0.9 ± 0.9 & 10$11/year. The Odyssey data seem to be in better agree-
ment with the HEND and AMES (Haberle et al., 2008) and LMD (cli-
mate data base version 4.2) GCM models near the southern winter
peak.

The GCMmodels include the effect of global changes in both ice
and atmosphere, just as our gravity data includes both. However,
the HEND and NS models infer just ice mass. An estimate of the
correction can be obtained from both the AMES and LMD GCM
models. The 3-frequency fit for each are

dJ3#AMES; air' " #0:61 sinM % 1:29 cosM % 0:24 sin 2M % 0:23

& cos 2M %$0:18 sin3M % 0:14 cos 3M' & 10$10;

dJ3#LMD; air' " #0:21 sinM % 0:76 cosM % 0:20 sin2M % 0:10

& cos 2M %$0:05 sin 3M % 0:10 cos 3M' & 10$10:

LMD dJ3 is about 50% the amplitude of the AMES result, so there
is the question (unanswered here) of which result is more valid.
We shall adopt the LMD model in the following analysis, based
on the fact that LMD model is a better fit to the MGS data than is
the AMES GCM.

In addition, each Jn must be multiplied by 1% k0n to correct for
deformation of the mantle by the overlying mass load (see Tables
3a and 3b; Metivier et al., 2008). The Love load number is
k0n " kn $ hn, where kn and hn are the potential and radial surface
displacement Love numbers generally associated with tides. For
J3, this correction is about 7% for a tidal model with k2 = 0.158,
while for J2, this correction is about 14%. The model estimates for
Jn should also include at least a modest correction for elevation
that takes into account that the poles are low relative to the mean
radius. The zonally averaged surface radius relative to the center-
of-mass is represented by the series

r#h' " 3390:00 1%
X

cn0Pn#h'
! "

km;

where Pn#h' is a normalized Legendre function dependent on colat-
itude h. The first three terms are

r#h' " 3389:5$ 3:0 cos h$ 13:4#1:5 cos2 h$ 0:5':

The net effect of this correction is to reduce the estimated Jn at the
north pole by about 6% and the south pole by 4%. The explicit inte-
gral for each Jn is

Jn " $ 2pR2
e

MMars
#1% k0n'

Z
dh

r#h'
Re

# $n%2

r#h'Pn#h';

where r(h) = rice + rair is the zonally averaged, combined column
density of ice and air mass. A more accurate estimate includes the
longitudinal variations in column density and topography, but this
is a second order effect that changes results by less than 1%. For
comparison purposes, the resultant seasonal curve should be ad-
justed such that the area under the curve vanishes (i.e. is a purely
periodic signature).

Fig. 19. The MGS J3 history versus M and Ls after adjustment with a = ± 2.8 & 10$10

where only data after September 2001 is shown. Since the observed J3 seasonal
gravity is a sum of odd zonal coefficients, the sum of odd zonal history through
degree 25 (W12(h)) of two GCM models (AMES and LMD) and HEND model are
graphed (Karatekin et al., 2005). Points A and B correspond to the end of north and
south cap melting, respectively. The fits are good except at the extremes and the
break at point B (end of south cap melting), especially for the AMES model.

Fig. 20. Odyssey J3 cycle residuals (minus MGS 6-frequency solution) and a 3-
frequency fit of the Odyssey residuals relative to the 6-frequency MGS solution.
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although it should be said that the dust storm activity in year 26
and 27 were both very similar and mild (McDunn et al., 2010).
The doubly differenced residuals should be flat (and possibly noisy)
if MGS and NS captured the same change. Instead, we find a step-
like function that is remarkably smooth during southern winter.
This runs counter to the idea that atmospheric N2 and Ar changes
seen in NS thermal neutron data are an important influence on ice
cap estimates. The gross feature seen in the doubly differenced

data is apparently related to the relative change in NS northern
winter from cycle 3 to 4.

Comparisons of the means solutions for cycles 3 and 4 for each
data set reveal some curious results (see Fig. 23b). So far, we have
neglected the pressure correction to ice cap models and the possi-
bility that the Odyssey solution might be more valid. First of all, the
AMES GCM model and HEND data are both much poorer fits to the
mean MGS solution than is either the LMD GCM or NS data. Possi-
bly, the grid size may play a role. The 3-freqency Odyssey correc-
tions appear to be correlated with these residuals. If we subtract
this correction from the NS residuals, we find a modest reduction
in overall RMS residuals from ±1.7 ! 10"10 to ±1.3 ! 10"10. How-
ever, over the last 3=4 of the season the reduction is significantly
better. There is still a significant first harmonic component in the
dJ3#NS" ODY$ residual: dJ3 % 1:2 sinM & 0:7 cosM. If we had used
the AMES model correction for air pressure J3, these residuals
would have been even larger.

The NS ice cap maps are obviously a much richer source of
information than is the gravity signal in J3. This gravity J3 is just
a one-dimensional mapping in time of a weighted global average
of the ice cap mass, whose magnitude is especially sensitive to
mass contributions near polar colatitude ±8!. The NS maps beyond
±30! colatitude are much less reliable, mainly because of low con-
centration of subsurface water ice. Another important point is that
the southern maximum as seen in our gravity J3 occurs near
Ls = 184! while a similar change in say the J1 ice component occurs
about 20! earlier. Thus the CO2 ice sheet sublimates at the cap
perimeter while still accumulating near the pole (Prettyman
et al., 2009). This means that the timing of maximum mass growth
as inferred from the J1 component and the maximum attained near
the pole (as inferred from gravity J3) differ in time by about
40 days. Therefore, extending cap ice mass contributions to lower
latitudes (which peak earlier) can distort the shape of J3 near the
top as well as change the amplitude of J3. In fact, distortion in
the southern peak seems to be the major factor based on maps sup-
plied by Prettyman.

The J3 signature is not the only source of ice cap temporal his-
tory. However, the observed J2 history from gravity is much less
precise than the J3 history. Part of the reason is that this signature
is somewhat erratic is that the spacecraft signal is caused by out-
of-plane perturbations for spacecraft nodal longitude, much like
the case involving the detection of Mars k2 Love number (see next
section), and so the resultant signature shows a dependence on
spacecraft plane orientation relative to Earth. It happens that
the Odyssey spacecraft provides a more reliable signature than
MGS.

The expression for the observed J2 for the Odyssey spacecraft is

J2 % #1& k02$J2 & 2:00#1& k04$J4 & 2:78#1& k06$J6 & 3:30#1& k08$J8
& ' ' ' :

Again, we should also correct for atmospheric pressure and expand
the number of gravity coefficients, but is obviously not necessary
since the HEND J2 signature is muchmore irregular than earlier, dis-
playing the effects of subtraction of the north and south histories
inherent in this even degree sum, and spacecraft orientation sensi-
tivity. It happens that the shape of the equivalent weighting func-
tion for J2 is just as sensitive to the number of coefficients
included in the sum as was J3. However, the overall integral changes
by less that 5% ingoing from 4 to 16 terms. The 2-frequency fit to
the Odyssey data is

J2 % (1:4 sin#M " 40)$ & 1:8 sin#2M & 57)$* ! 10"9;

and agrees reasonably well with HEND, except near perihelion in
the range "90! <M < 30! (see Fig. 24). Thus we can confirm the
signal, but it is clear that it cannot provide a useful test of either

Fig. 23. (a) Search for inter-annual signature in NS and MGS cycles 3 and 4 by
comparing the cycle 4 minus cycle 3 residuals. Also included is the differenced
residual using the smoothed NS data. This graph includes a doubly differenced
residual: dJ3#NS$ " dJ3#MGS$. Again, the NS data has been rescaled by a factor of
1.09. Note that the cosM component of cycle 4 dJ3#MGS$ has been adjusted such
that this term vanishes in the doubly differenced residual. Also, we have forced the
start point of cycle 4 to match the end point of cycle 3. (b) Comparison of the GCM’S,
HEND AND NS modeled J3 seasonal history with MGS mean solution B1. (Table 2)
The models are obtained using the weighting function W12, and the neutron
determined ice maps are corrected with the LMD dJ3#LMD; air$. The Odyssey 3-
frequency correction to MGS is displayed as well, as is the difference between the
mean NS residuals and Odyssey (curves are shifted down for clarity).
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Length-of-Day (LOD) Variations:  The param-
eters of the rotation of Mars have been determined 
using radio Doppler and ranging measurements from 
the Viking landers (Yoder and Standish, 1997) and 
Mars Pathfinder (Folkner et al., 1997). These meas-
urements were performed from an Earth tracking 
station to a lander on Mars and had a signature on 
the measured radio signal due to the rotation of Mars 
about its spin axis and to the changes in Mars’ orien-
tation. Accurate radio tracking of Mars orbiters is 
being performed nearly continuously since the arri-
val of Mars Global Surveyor in 1997. Since then, the 
radio science data from orbiters (Mars Global Sur-
veyor, Mars Odyssey, and Mars Reconnaissance 
Orbiter) combined with the data from Viking and 
Mars Pathfinder landers has been continuously im-
proving the determination of the Mars rotation pa-
rameters (Konopliv et al., 2006, 2010). 

The changes in Mars rotation parameters are 
mainly caused by the condensation/sublimation of 
the CO2 atmosphere at seasonal scales. Several au-
thors (Cazenave and Balmino, 1981; Defraigne et al., 
2000; Van den Acker et al., 2002; Sanchez et al., 
2003, 2004; Karatekin et al., 2006) estimated the 
seasonal variations of LOD from Viking lander sur-
face pressure measurements as well as from GCM 
data, which includes the wind contribution as well. 
The discrepancy between the observed and modeled 
LOD variations has decreased with time thanks to 
the continuous measurements of Martian orbiters as 
well as to the developments in numerical modeling 
of the Martian atmosphere. Figure 3 shows that there 
is a good agreement between the observed and mod-
eled ΔLOD.  

In Table 1 we compare the LOD variations from 
AMES and LMD GCM data with the previous solu-
tions that used earlier versions of the same GCM. 
Total ΔLOD deduced from AMES and LMD GCM 
is in good agreement with the previous studies. The 
ΔLOD annual and semi-annual amplitudes of 
Sanchez et al. (2003) based on sum of axial atmos-
pheric angular momentum and cap’s inertia (see Fig. 
14 of Sanchez et al. (2003)) are very close to those 
deduced from the current AMES GCM run which 
simulates more closely the Viking lander pressure 
variations (Haberle et al., 2008). The load factor and 
the liquid core neglected in Sanchez et al. (2003) 
have a combined effect of less than few percent (Ka-
ratekin et al., 2006). Similarly the ΔLOD amplitudes 
reported by Defraigne et al. (2000) and Van den 
Acher et al., 2002 using earlier LMD GCM simula-
tions, are in line with the present LMD GCM solu-
tions except the large semi-annual component gi- 
ven by Defraigne et al. (2000 

We can also expect that the tracking of present 
and future orbiters around Mars will be pursued to 
improve the present knowledge of the rotation state 
of Mars. Besides constraining the CO2 cycle, in syn-
ergy with the time-variable gravity measurements, 
the variations of the zonal wind can be estimated. 

Seasonal zonal winds which are the primary cause of 
∆LOD on Earth, are less important on Mars but still 
significant. Because of the lack of direct measure-
ments, they are only estimated from Martian GCMs, 
which suggests, nevertheless, annual amplitudes as 
large as one third of the total ∆LOD. In our calcula-
tions, the total signature and the annual and semi-
annual signatures have about the same amplitude. 
This is contrary to an earlier study that found that the 
wind component is primarily semi-annual (Van den 
Acher et al., 2002). Also, AMES GCM predicts zon-
al winds that are about 30% larger than the LMD 
GCM. This also holds true for the mass component 
and total amplitude. In future, Martian meteorologi-
cal data assimilation (e.g. Montabone et al., 2006) 
can be used to estimate the wind variations. ∆LOD 
amplitudes with an accuracy better than 2% were 
shown to be necessary to determine whether or not 
the core is liquid, and even better (<0.5%) to con-
strain the core size (Karatekin et al., 2006). This kind 
of accuracy can be obtained more easily with Mar-
tian landers having direct radio (see Dehant et al., 
2010). Observing polar motion and nutation would 
provide a step forward in our understanding of Mars, 
exactly as it did for the Earth a couple of decades 
ago. Compared to LOD variations, it is more chal-
lenging to detect the rotation variations associated 
with polar motionand nutations, principally due to 
their smaller signature. Nevertheless, an upper bound 
for the polar motion of Mars is given by Konopliv et 
al. (2006) from radio tracking of Mars orbiters and 
landers.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3:  Seasonal LOD variations of Mars giv-

en in msec. The LOD variations  computed from the  
GCM data (red and blue lines) compared with the 
observations from Konopliv et al (2006) (blue re-
gion) and Konopliv et al. (2010) (green region). The 
thickness of the shadowed regions corresponds to the 
measurement uncertainties.  

 
 
 

elements of the Moon and other planets were fixed at values esti-
mated previously for the planetary ephemeris DE421 (Folkner
et al., 2009). The data used include the Viking lander ranging from
1976 to 1983, Mars Pathfinder ranging data from 1997, and rang-
ing to the MGS, Odyssey, and MRO orbiters through July, 2009,
which is about 18 months more data than in the DE421 fit. Post-
fit residuals for the Mars orbiter range data are shown in Fig. 30,
and this set of data was used to generate planetary ephemerides
DE422 and DE423.

In fitting the Mars range data to the planetary ephemerides, the
positions of the planets and Moon were numerically integrated
using the Einstein–Infeld–Hoffman equations of motion (Einstein
et al., 1938; Moyer, 2000). The coordinate time used agrees with
the recently adopted definition for TDB coordinate time and all
dimensioned results below are compatible with that time scale
(Standish, 1998; IAU resolution 3, General Assembly 24, 2006).
The mass parameters for the planets other than Earth are deter-
mined by spacecraft encounters. The sum of the mass parameters
for the Earth and Moon are determined from lunar laser ranging
data. The range from Earth tracking stations to Mars orbiters and
landers was measured based on the round-trip light-time and
compared to the values calculated according to the formalism by
Moyer (2000). In addition the locations of Viking lander 1, Viking
lander 2, and Mars Pathfinder on Mars, an instrumental bias and
a correction to the solar plasma delay model (Standish, 1990) for
each lander and orbiter were estimated, the latter correction
accounting for the different radio frequency channels used for each
spacecraft. The complete parameter list is given in Table 8.

10. Asteroid perturbations on the Mars orbit

The orbit of Mars is affected at the meter-level by several hun-
dred asteroids (Williams, 1984, private communication, 2005; Ku-
chynka et al., 2009). With the increased time span of Mars ranging
data, the mass parameters of more asteroids, which affect the Mars
orbit, can be usefully estimated. However, the range data are not
accurate and extensive enough to estimate the mass parameters
for all asteroids that cause meter-level perturbations on the Mars
orbit. So the estimated asteroid mass parameters and other param-
eters of the planetary ephemerides, and their uncertainties, depend
on the selection of which asteroid GMs to estimate and the treat-
ment of the uncertainties of the asteroid mass parameters that
cannot be accurately estimated from the range data.

For this paper we used Mars ranging data to estimate the mass
parameters of the 19 asteroids which cause short-term perturba-

tions of the Earth–Mars range in excess of 5-m root-mean-square
amplitude over the time span of the modern Mars spacecraft range
data (1999–2010). The short-term signature was computed by
comparing the orbits of the planets with the individual asteroid
mass parameter at its nominal value with integration with individ-
ual asteroid mass parameters set to zero. From this difference a
long-term signature was removed by estimating a correction to
the Earth and Mars orbital elements, after which the root-mean-
square amplitude was computed to give the amplitude of the
short-term signature. Mass parameters for two other asteroids
with the largest correlations with the 19 most significant asteroids
were also estimated. A different set of 34 perturbing asteroids was
selected by Fienga et al. (2009a) based on overall amplitude of ef-
fect on the Mars orbit rather than the short-term signature used
here. The long-term signatures are subject to higher correlations,
which can cause negative or near-zero densities for some asteroids
to appear in the estimated values.

The effects of the 46 asteroids with effects on the Mars orbit of
more than 1 m and less than 5 m root-mean-square amplitude
over 1999–2010 were included with nominal orbits and mass
parameters held fixed, but with uncertainties in their mass param-
eters included in the uncertainties of estimated parameters
through the use of consider analysis (Bierman, 1977). The uncer-
tainties in this set of asteroid mass parameters was assumed to
be 50% of the nominal value, and folded into the final uncertainty
estimates. The 67 estimated and considered asteroids are the same
as those estimated by Konopliv et al. (2006). Finally, the 276 next
most significant asteroids, in terms of influence on the orbit of
Mars, were divided into three classes and the densities of each
class estimated based on nominal diameters from IRAS observa-
tions (Matson et al., 1986). Our uncertainties are larger than the
formal uncertainties in which asteroid mass parameters that are
not estimated are essentially treated as perfectly known (e.g. Fien-
ga et al., 2009a; Pitjeva, 2005). We have found that the parameter
uncertainties computed using this consider analysis approach

Fig. 29. LOD estimates from both LMD and AMES GCM maps are shown with a
range of estimates derived from observed rotation signal as shown in Table 7 (blue
region) as well as the previous estimate of Konopliv et al., 2006 (green region). The
short period changes seen in the AMES model are due to the diurnal and semi-
diurnal solar tide.

Fig. 30. Earth–Mars ranging data residuals from MGS, Mars Odyssey, and MRO.
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Table 1: Comparison of the annual and semi-
annual  ΔLOD Amplitudes calculated from the out-
puts of GCM.  
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Reference Amplitude (ms) 

 Annual Semi-annual 

Sanchez et al (2003) 0.374 0.272 

Van der Acker et al (2002) 0.253 0.246 

Defraigne et al. (2000) 0.223 0.375 

AMES (present) 0.360 0.260 

LMD (present_ 0.229 0.207 
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